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FART - A (I0 x2=2& Marks)
Answer ALL Questions

Marks,
K-Level,CO

what is an embeddec systern? lLhat are the components of an ernbeddecl j tsystem? " z'Kt'Cot

Compare between RISC and CISC. 2,Kl,cal
Classify the IOT communication protocols. 2,KZ,co2

\&rlrat are the features of iIoT? z,Ka,cor

l\rlrat is baud rate? 2,Ki,co3

List out the serial bns communication protocols. 2,Kt.co3

Define rnultitasking. 2,Kr,co4

List the functions of a kemei. 2,Kt,co4

What are autonomous vehicles? z,Kz,cas

What are the sensors used in plant growth? z,K2,cos

PART-B(5x13:65Marks)
Answer ALL Questions

1 i. a) Explain the possible steps
systems.

b) Discuss about
(i) In-circuit emulator.
(ii) Watch dog timer.

are involved in build process of embedded i3'K2'ca!

OR

12' a) Explain the IoI arc]ritecture anrl different layers of IoT.
OR

b) Sumrnarize sensors and actuators in IoT with diagram.

Kl - Remember; K2 * $nderstand; K3 - Apply; K4 - Analye; K5 - Evaluate; K6 - Create

I

7,K2,COI
6,K2,CO]

Ii,K2,CO2

13,K2,CO2
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i3' a) Ilhrstrate the difference between serial communication protccr:ls and t3,Kl,cai
mention their applications.

C}R

b) Describe the ftame forrnai. and working nf I2C protocol with features. t3,K2,coi

14. a) Explain in de"rail aboui semaphores and its applications. ts,K2,co1

OR
b) Discuss the preemptive multitasking rnodels for task scheduling . 13,K2,co4

15. a) Discuss in detail on IoT based smart irrigation with examples. 13,K2,{:as

OR
b) Ilevelop a heaith care modei for patieni monitoring systern using 13,K2,cas

embedded systems and IoT.

PART-C(1 x15=15Marks)

16. a) Three processes with process IDs Pl,P2,P3 with rstimated ts,K3,cCI4

cornpletion time 10,5,7 miiliseconds respectively enters the ready
quelie together in the order P1,P2,P3.Calculate the waiting time and
Tunr Around Tirne(TAT) for each process and ti:e average waiting
time and Tum,{round Time (Assurning there is no IIO waiting for
the processes).

OR
b) Develop a model of IoT based home automation systems.

Kl * Remernber; K2 - (Jnderstand; K3 - Appty; K4 - Analyze; Ki * Evaluate; K6 - Create 11878
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